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Altering Destiny
It was a small act. A generous one, I thought. To put a row of breadcrumbs on the railing
for the Blue Jay in the nest opposite. I wanted to show her she was welcomed to stay at my
home and raise her babies in the ar=ﬁcial tree I’d placed there, outside, under the top deck,
away from the rain. It was the fourth year she’d perfected her ﬁrst nest that ended in tragedy.
Last year, her third aBempt, I’d scared her away coming out of the sliding glass doors
leading to my pool for a swim—too many =mes, too early in the process. This year, when I saw
her and her mate ﬂying across the valley and diving under the top deck I knew they were
rebuilding the nest for yet another try, so I vowed to tread soFly to the pool and make as liBle
noise as possible while I swam—no music this =me, I wanted them to stay and be successful.
I prided myself in sharing my home with the creatures around me: 3 squirrels, a
baBalion of Robins and Finches, 2 chipmunks, yes, gophers, lizards, 12 deer, a beau=ful fox and
a very, and I mean very large brown bear. All were welcome to drink from my cascading fountain
and cross my property. To prove that fact, I occasionally put out carrots and old broccoli for the
deer, breadcrumbs and seeds for the birds, therefore it was no diﬀerent for the Blue Jays
sleeping below my top deck in the ar=ﬁcial tree. I would oﬀer them a treat as well.
The ﬁrst year I had not no=ced the nest at all, I was rarely going out to swim then. One
day as I walked across the lower deck, a Blue Jay ﬂew out from the tree and I saw 5 liBle
bobbing heads siSng in a nest within my height. Oh my, I thought, what a place to build a nest.
It was an ar=ﬁcial Fichus, dragged up here from San Diego where I used to live, placed inside my
home. There wasn’t a place for it in this one so it was relegated to the outside, under the top
deck, as I said, out of the rain.
I was thrilled to see the babies there. Each day I would stand by the sliding glass doors
and watch the babies ﬂap their wings and push each other around in the nest. I took pictures of
them through the glass. Told my friends and neighbors about them, posted them to friends far
away. As the days passed I thought they would soon be ﬂying away.
One morning I came downstairs to see if they were s=ll in the nest and to my surprise
and ela=on they were not! They were all gone! I went outside to see if they were close by
ﬂapping their wings and making small ﬂights. I saw feathers and bits of nest lying on the
decking. Then I saw the blood, the smears of blood and feathers by the pool deck, around the
corner, and then I saw the cat—siSng on my driveway, contented, licking herself clean. I looked
at the murder scene: the tree and then I saw the table I’d pushed next to the tree to get it out of
the rain right next to the nest and my heart sank. I hadn’t known then, that the table next to the

tree would be a problem for the Blue Jay. I wouldn’t have known because I hadn’t no=ced the
nest, but s=ll, aFer knowing about the nest, I was blind to the table being a stepping stone for a
predator to take the babies. I never saw it in all the =mes I peeked into the nest. I never looked
around to see if anything would put them in danger.
The second year they built another nest in the other ar=ﬁcial tree under the top deck,
iden=cal to the ﬁrst one and only three feet away, but they abandoned it for a reason I do not
know. The third year I scared them away. The fourth year I was determined to make them
successful. I checked to see that the table was nowhere near the tree or anything else that
might help a predator. I treaded quietly. I spoke to the Blue Jay oFen saying she wouldn’t come
to any harm this =me, she could trust me, so don’t be scared of me. She squawked back at me
in these conversa=ons. And kept coming back to her nest. I took a picture once when she was
away. Four big beau=ful spoBed light blue eggs. We stared at each other when I came out of the
sliding glass door each day. I was sure everything would work out. I was so happy! I wanted to
give her a giF of breadcrumbs to prove to her I was happy to share my home with her. She
accepted me.
I did wonder, though, if leaving out the breadcrumbs so close to the nest would aBract
other birds, birds that would scare her or harm her. I thought about this several =mes, even
pictured it in my mind, a bird coming that shouldn’t, but I put those thoughts out of my mind. I
did nothing about it.
One day as I was swimming in my pool the Blue Jay kept squawking at me—ﬂying about,
coming to the railing, not ea=ng the crumbs but walking over to them squawking at me then
ﬂying toward the nest but not seBling down, instead, ﬂying oﬀ across the property but
returning in the next few minutes and repea=ng the same paBern: walking on the railing,
squawking, ﬂying toward the nest, veering oﬀ, ﬂying away then returning. She did this at least
twenty =mes. She did it un=l I got out of the pool and went inside. As I walked across the deck I
stared at the crumbs and wondered again about them, but again, did nothing.
An hour later, I heard a thump and looked up to ﬁnd a large Raven standing on the railing
of the top deck. I ran downstairs and found the lower railing devoid of crumbs and the nest
devoid of eggs. They were gone! Only a few s=cks of the nest were scaBered on the deck. The
Blue Jay gone. Their voices gone. Their energy gone from my home and I knew it was my fault. I
knew she was telling me to remove the crumbs—I had put her at risk by doing so—much like
puSng the table next to the tree.
I had altered the natural course of things by puSng out those crumbs. True, the Raven
could have found them without my help but that nest was really well hidden and in a very
unlikely place for a Raven to look. Nature has a system that humans have no place in when
things are working as they should.
My lesson in all this? To remember that life is set up for certain outcomes and if they are
leF to play out the purpose is achieved. If messed with or altered, that purpose is not realized.
Instead, a diﬀerent pathway opens up, a diﬀerent set up created, a diﬀerent end promised. That
is the way life works. Stop feeding the wildlife! Ques=on is, when is it appropriate to intervene?
Ever?
In these sad days I wonder if the Blue Jay will return next year. I wonder if I will leave her
alone then.

